Abstract-In this paper a novel method for ultra-high-resolution, compact and tunable optical displacement sensor using ring resonator and electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) is proposed. The introduced technique uses ring resonator as an interesting element including high quality factor. We show that the proposed sensor can easily detect well below nanometer ranges. It is shown that the proposed idea of using EIT the resolution of the sensor is so high for displacement below mm range and for ranges larger than mm the sensitivity of the proposed sensor in both EIT and traditional cases is same approximately. Also, the proposed sensor is optically tunable. So, depends on required resolution optical control field can be used to tune the sensitivity of the proposed device.
INTRODUCTION
Optical method for computing and processing of engineering problems is one of best alternatives. Optical techniques have been extended in communication especially fiber based networks. Recently making and introducing building blocks to realize basic backbone for computing is main industry and science request. Also, combination of optical and mechanical systems named optomechatronics or optical micro electromechanical systems (optical-MEMS) opened new insight to device design for making processing blocks. Also, design strategy based on optical-MEMS is suitable approach for sensor design too. For realization of ultra high precision systems in deep sub-micron or nanoscales one of important sensors is displacement sensing. For realization of high precision displacement sensor different methods have been used. Here we are going to review some of them and investigate advantages and disadvantages of them.
One of the presented displacement sensor was discussed in [1] . The presented method used variable resistance as physical phenomenon for detection of the object displacement. In this work object changed the position of the 3rd terminal of the variable resistor and the total resistance is changed. It is obvious that small displacement can't be measured.
The second method is based on change of air gap in transformer [1] . Variation of the air gap introduces variable induced voltage. Measuring of the induced potential is criteria of the object displacement. According previous method this approach can't be so sensitive in displacement measurement.
Advanced version of the second method for displacement measurement is linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) [1] . This type of displacement sensors cover sub-micron to mm range of operation. So, for ultra high precision measurement can't be used.
Another related sensor for displacement measurement was done using capacitance measuring which is presented and discussed in [1] . In this method object displacement changes the capacitance coefficient of the capacitor and using this variation the displacement can be estimated.
Piezoelectric material also can be used to measure the displacement of the object [1] . This effect refers to the fact that applied mechanical pressure due to object displacement causes an induced voltage which is corresponding to the object displacement.
Ultrasound method is another interesting approach for displacement monitoring. In this method ultrasound pulses applied to the object and backward wave is detected. Based on forward transmitting and backward receiving waves the object displacement is calculated [1] . Since the wavelength of the ultrasound wave is high enough, so precision of the displacement measurement is low.
Optical method is another important technique for displacement measurement. These approaches were discussed in [2] [3] [4] . In this method two basic techniques are used. One of these methods based on the reflected back intensity. In this technique variation of displacement converted to the level of intensity measured with high resolution photodetectors. Interference of the forward and backward traveling waves and phase difference is criteria of the displacement measurement. In these methods resolution of the displacement can be increased to near Pico meter. In these sensors range of operation usually limited to micro meter range.
Another interesting method developed recently is based on ring resonators and used for high resolution displacement measurement [5] . In this method usually a narrow gap is made on top part of the ring and outgoing wave from this gap impact on object and reflected back to the ring. On the other hand object and ring simultaneously introduce a resonant cavity. Displacement of the object changes the oscillation and resonance frequency of the system. So, measuring of the output intensity for input light at given wavelength is used for measurement of the displacement.
Ring resonator is a basic and important device which is used recently more [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Also, it is a basic cell for making all optical system. So it is important to apply this device to displacement measurement. There is a basic problem with ring resonator. It is wide spectral shape which causes low precision in displacement measurement. For this purpose in this paper we present a new idea for improving this problem. Our method is based on doping of ring resonator with 3-level atoms or nanocrystals. In this situation the spectral profile of the ring resonators is decreased strongly and thus the precision of the sensor is increased. For this proposal we use from quantum optical effects applied to describe of the nanocrystals [25] . In this proposal we used 3-level atoms with given density. First we calculate the optical susceptibility and then using control field changing of the obtained susceptibility is controlled. Obtained optical susceptibility is used for management of the guided wave and finally optical output intensity is extracted. Since obtained optical susceptibility determine the resonance frequency, so applied light in a given wavelength may have different output intensity in the output port. So, ultra small narrowband spectral profile can be used for obtaining on-off behavior in the output for small displacement. We show that our proposed method can measure well below nanometer range.
Organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 mathematical background is explained. Simulation results is illustrated and discussed in Section 3. Finally the paper ends with a short conclusion.
MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
The proposed structure for ultra-high resolution displacement sensor is illustrated in Fig. 1 . It is shown that the proposed structure includes a main waveguide coupled to single ring resonator. Top part of the ring resonator is closed by light propagation and reflection though clean surface of the moving object in which distance between object and ring should be measured. By variation of the distance of the object the resonance frequency of the ring resonator is changed and the output intensity is comes down and can be measured to evaluate the unknown distance. Now, in the following, we first model the light propagation through this complex system and then using doping of the 3-level particles inside ring (nanocrystal), we try to obtain the ultra narrow transfer function to increase the resolution of the sensor.
First we consider normal (without EIT) ring resonator in the following structure form. According to light propagation in linear and isotropic media the following relations are presented to describe the illustrated coupler input-output functions.
where γ 1 and K 1 are Coupler's loss and the coupling coefficient respectively. Using the wave propagation inside ring resonator, two aligned waveguide ends, free space parts and reflection from sample surface, we have
where α and β are the ring (and fiber) loss coefficient and wave propagation vector respectively. Also, α 0 and β 0 are loss and wave vector of free space respectively too. The appeared L 23 and L 45 parameters are lengths of two parts of the ring resonator. Also, h and ∆x are fiber and free space lengths as illustrated in Fig. 1 respectively. Finally r is the reflection coefficient of the reflecting surface of the object. After some mathematical manipulation the following transfer function is obtained as follows. This equation can be used for evaluation of the normal ring resonator based optical displacement sensor.
Now, we are going to develop mathematical method to describe effect of 3-level particles doped into ring resonator on characteristics of designed displacement sensor. Using suitable 3-level particles in ring resonator, which can be realized using quantum dots, we show that the resolution of the proposed sensor can be increased and tuned optically. Fig. 2 shows the model of 3-level particles including probe and control fields and decay rates. In the model the control and probe fields applied between levels 2 and 3 and levels 1 and 2 respectively. Due to applied electric field the optical characteristics is changed and in the following brief theoretical calculation for description of the system performance is presented. After some mathematical manipulation the following matrix form of the Hamiltonian (Eq. (9)) and density matrix (Eq. (10)) are given as follows. 
where ω a , ω b , ω c , γ ab , ε, υ, υ µ , φ µ and Ω µ are frequencies corresponding to three levels, decay rate between levels a and b, amplitude of the control field, probe field frequency, control field frequency, control field phase and Rabi frequency of the control field respectively. In the following density matrix of the 3-level particles is presented.
where ω cb , ω ab and ω ac are frequencies corresponding to energies between levels in the presented model. Based on the time development equation of density matrix in the following differential equation is given.ρ
where ∆ = ω ab − υ and υ µ = ω ac are frequency detuning and control field frequency respectively. Considering the following matrix,
and basic mathematical formulation for optical susceptibility the following relation is given as
Also, the real and imaginary parts of optical susceptibility are given as
where
and N a is density of nanocrystals.
Based on basic and fundamental relations between optical susceptibility and absorption coefficient and refractive index we have the following relations.
Finally the propagating wave vector in ring resonator doped with 3-level particles is given in the following.
In the next section simulation results based on developed mathematical model are presented and discussed. 
SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section two cases are considered.
1. Normal case (ring resonator without 3-level doping) 2. EIT case (ring resonator with 3-level doping)
1. Normal case-In this case first, we consider a proposal for optical displacement sensor using ring resonator. Consider the structure illustrated in Fig. 1 . For this structure the transmission coefficient versus differential wavelength is illustrated in Fig. 3 . As it is shown in this case which part a and b are corresponds two typically different non-zero displacements respectively. It is observed that different displacements correspond to different resonance frequency. 2. EIT case-Now, typically effect of EIT on the transmission coefficient of the proposed structure is investigated. It is observed that the profile of the transmission coefficient in the case of EIT is so narrower than the transmission coefficient for normal case. It is interesting from displacement measurement point of view. In first part, real and imaginary parts of the optical susceptibility are illustrated. Figure 4 shows effect of additional nanocrystal on the transmission coefficient of the proposed sensor. It is shown that in the case of doped 3-level particles the filtering behavior of the proposed structure is ultra sharp and narrowband. Thus small displacement introduces on-off switching of the transmission coefficient. Finally in this case ultra-high resolution is achievable. In the following effect of the control field on system performance is investigated. First we consider effect of control field on optical susceptibility. It is observed that with increasing of the control field slope of the linear part of the optical susceptibility in central part is decreased and minimum region of the imaginary part corresponding to central part is broadened. On the other hand with increasing of the control field transparency region is extended due to high level control field which introduces occupy excited level and the probe field in wide range can't be absorbed.
It is shown that with increasing of the control field the transparent region is extended and the slope of the real part of refractive index is decreased. Thus in wide frequency range of the input signal system is in transparent and oscillatory nature of the transmission coefficient is increased. Then for the mentioned above cases the transmission coefficient is illustrated and effect of the control field on this coefficient is shown in the following. Considering the illustrated figures, it is observed that with increasing of the control field the oscillatory part of the transmission coefficient is extended to large wavelength duration.
Until now it is observed that with considering EIT case the resolution of the presented optical displacement sensor is increased. Well below nanometer measurement in this case is possible. The presented method, which can be realized using Si nanocrystals doped in basic silica ring resonators, can operate as basic method for implementation of all-optical sub-nanometer displacement sensor. In the following simulations, we investigate effect of length of ring resonator on sensitivity of the designed sensor. Fig. 7 shows the transmission coefficient of displacement sensor in normal case.
It is observed that with increasing the ring length the transmission coefficient is changed sharply and the period of oscillation in wavelength domain is decreased. It is observed that with increasing displacement the resonance frequency is increased. Figure 8 typically shows effect of large ring length on the transmission coefficient for both EIT and normal cases. In the following optical susceptibility (real and imaginary parts) versus wavelength for large ring length and given displacement is illustrated. Also, the control field is changed and result is illustrated. It is observed that with increasing the control field the imaginary part shows transparency in wider range of wavelength and the slope of the real part is decreased.
In the following effect of the control field on the transmission coefficient is investigated. It is observed that with increasing the control field in this case the oscillatory section is extended too. Also, the filtering property of the proposed structure is observed in this case which is so narrower than previous cases.
As a final set of figures illustrating ability of the proposed sensor in the following, we illustrate the wavelength displacement versus displacement of object. It is observed that in the case of EIT the wavelength displacement from off to on position of the output intensity that is measurable quantity in practice is so smaller than normal case. On the other hand sensitivity of the EIT case can be increased using applied control field and well over 200 times the precision can be increased. Finally effect of displacement on the transmission coefficient for different displacement values in both normal and EIT cases are illustrated in Fig. 12 . It is shown that the EIT case is so sensitive compared normal case. In this section effect of 3-level particles on the reflection coefficient of the proposed system for displacement sensor was investigated. It was shown that in the proposed case ultra-high precision displacement detection is possible. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper a novel and ultra-high precision optical displacement sensor using electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) in microring resonator has been presented. It was shown that the proposed method introduces well over 200 times better resolution than normal cases. Effects of different system parameters on operation and sensor sensitivity have been considered and evaluated.
